Angela Cohen is a rising star who was hired by and worked with
Oscar winner Barry Levinson opposite Oscar winner Al Pacino in
The Humbling.

Angela starred in 2018 Live Action Oscar Contender, Without Grace, opposite
Emmy Winner Ann Dowd and Hollywood veteran John Doman. Directed by
Independent Spirit Nominee Deborah Kampmeier, Angela portrays the title
character, Grace, with power and heartfelt vulnerability.

"You’re a classy, beautiful and talented actress...a young Madeline
Stowe." -Marci Phillips, Executive Director, ABC Casting

Angela took a general with Ellen Lewis casting at the
recommendation of Oscar winner Bob De Niro for Oscar winner
Marty Scorcese's new movie The Irishman.

Angela Cohen was hired by and worked with Oscar winner Paul
Haggis in the HBO Drama Show Me A Hero.

Angela Cohen was hired by Disney–ABC Television Group as a
recurring nurse on the Daytime Drama One Life to Live and a
stewardness on the period drama, Pan Am, directed by
television veteran, Thomas Schlamme of the West Wing.

As a Writer/Director and Producer…
Without Grace qualified for Oscar consideration, was nominated
for 3 awards at the Soho International Film Festival, including
Best Short Film, won Best Actress, and was offered distribution by
Shorts TV. Angela produced the Sundance darling, Clara’s Ghost, which
releases in October via MGM/Orion.

Starring Ann Dowd, Angela Cohen, & John Doman
Directed by Deborah Kampmeier
Written and Produced by Angela Cohen
Based on a true story, when Grace (Angela Cohen), a young woman with multiple
psychiatric diagnoses, returns home to live with her aging parents (Ann Dowd,
John Doman), it threatens the sanity and lives of everyone
involved. Without Grace journeys through the devastating impact of mental illness
in a family and the parents' ultimate struggle to let go of their child.
http://www.charleybearproductions.com/withoutgrace.html
Password: TimesUp!
Emmy winner Ann Dowd starred and is on board to reprise her
role in the tv series, which Angela is developing as a droll comedyit’s Barry meets Transparent.

VIRTUAL REALITY

With a degree from Emory University in Neuroscience and Behavioral
Biology, Angela is fascinated with the brain and the overlap of art and
science. The synergy of this will be actualized in her upcoming
narrative virtual reality film, “The Art of Saving a Life,” a powerful and
heartfelt story which advanced to the final round of the Sundance
New Frontier Labs. Angela recently released “Abduction,” a VR series
she directed via the support of Google’s JUMPSTART initiative.

